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Day 1: KLIA/KL City
Pick up at KLIA, and visit Putrajaya (Putra Mosque, Perdana Putra and 
more）
It is the ideal capital of Malaysians. All of the government office buildings are 
concentrated here with the Prime Minister's Office as the centre, which greatly 
enhances the effectiveness of the people's affairs. Moreover, Putra Mosque is 
an enormous mosque on the water, with stately architecture featuring an 
ornate pink dome.
After having dinner, check-in at KL Hotel.
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Day 2: KL/Penang
After having breakfast, ready to leave to Penang.
Visit 【Heritage Trail】, which is located at【George Town】, it is a multi-
national culture and a representative of the cultural integration of Penang.
Visit【Chew Jetty】
It was the Chinese who went to Penang from Nanyang, they were engaged in 
trade and fishing, and the houses were built on the sea. A hundred years later, 
these houses are still exist, next to the port of Penang. There are currently only 
6 bridges left, and all of it are listed as World Heritage sites.
Visit 【Wat Chaiyamangalaran Buddhist Temple】,【Dhammikarama Burmese 
Temple】,【Street Arts and Murals】
In the Street Arts and Murals, there are a lot of different and interesting 
drawings/arts. The most famous drawings/arts is "Brother and Sister on A 
Bike."
Check-in at Penang Hotel.
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Day 3: Penang
After having breakfast, visit 【Snake Temple】
It has more than 100 years of history, the temple is filled with the smoke of 
burning incense and a variety of pit vipers and it has become a "must visit" in 
Penang. Tourists are able to take picture with the pit vipers beside the temple. 
Visit 【Entopia by Penang Butterfly Farm】

Visit 【Kek Lok Si Temple】

It is nature’s largest classroom and discovery hub, where butterflies and insects 
are free to come out and play.

It is nature’s largest classroom and discovery hub, where butterflies and insects 
are free to come out and play.
After dinner, ready to head back to hotel.
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Day 4: Penang/KL
After having breakfast, ready to head back to KL
Visit【Batu Caves】

Visit 【Souvenir Shop】
Tourists are able to purchase the famous White Coffee and other local popular 
snacks from here.
Visit 【Chocolate Shop】

Rising almost 100 m above the ground, the Batu Caves temple complex consists 
of three main caves and a few smaller ones. It has become one of the famous 
attraction in Malaysia.

Tourists are able to purchase and taste the chocolates.
Visit 【Central Market】

Day 5: KL/KLIA
After having breakfast, free time for tourists.
Ready to leave to KLIA for the flight.

After dinner, check-in at KL Hotel

Central Market is an iconic building that represents Malaysian culture and 
tradition. Inside the market, there are variety of exquisite handicrafts and artworks 
also a major Food Souvenir - 【Sunshine Kingdom】which attracts huge number of 
tourists to visit. 

*FOR INQUIRIES, PLEASE SCAN HERE 


